I. INTRODUCTION
Since the 80's lots of attentions are given to model the superelastic effect observed in shape memory alloys. At the exception of Bourbon et al. [I] and Tanaka et al. [2] all these works consider such effect as a perfect one suffering no evolution during a cyclic loading-unloading path. Unfortunately fatigue phenomena strongly affect the real superelastic behavior [3] . Such influence is related to a production of defects during the martensitic transformation and to interaction between these defects and the transformation itself 143. This gives a complex problem where description of the martensitic microstructure alone is no longer enough. To deal with this problem, microstructural aspects related to the defects must be accounted and interaction mechanisms between defects and phase change are to be describe. A macroscopic point of view like in [I, 21 is not able to deal accurately with such problem. Micromechanical analysis developed in mechanics of material since many years has to be applied. This contribution constitutes a first attempt in that way. In this work only interaction between the transformation and a microstructure of defects is taken into account. Physical mechanisms at the origin of the production of new defects during the thermoelastic martensitic transformation are not describe. In order to avoid complexity, interaction between a single variant of martensite and defects characterized by a plastic deformation in the parent phase is modeled. This corresponds to the fatigue behavior of single crystal for uniaxial tensile test.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF LITERATURE
Many experiments concerning mechanical cycling of shape memory alloy single crystals have been realized by Sade and coworkers [3-91 on Cu-Zn-A1 material.
From the mechanical point of view they observed that when the number of cycles increases, tensile o-E curve changes : stress at the start of the martensitic transformation is reduced, while the slope of the curve increases as presented in figure 1. In addition, an increase in the hysteresis size is observed : more and more energy is dissipated at each cycle. This is true for the first cycles ; for further cycling a saturation occurs for the hardening of the o-E curves as well as for hysteresis. Analysis of the behavior emphasizes that response to mechanical cycling does not really depend on tensile test orientation : when normalizing the behavior by using resolved shear stress, authors show that the results for the various orientations are similar. Instead of those temperature plays an important role : because the difference AT between the test temperature T and Ms, Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1995831 temperature of the beginning of martensitic transformation without applied stress, is a crucial parameter [6, 7] , but also because test temperature itself for given AT has an influence [3] . For a given AT and a given number of cycles, the slope of o-E curve is higher at low temperature than for higher temperatures.
The authors compared mechanical behavior changes with metallographic ones. They observed that, as the number of cycles increases, more defects related to martensitic transformation are created. Two kinds of defects are found in the matrix after cycling : defects lying in planes corresponding to the habit planes of martensite and defects lying on a (1 10) plane which becomes after martensitic transformation the basal close packed plane of the 18 R-martensite [ ! , 4, 5, 8, 101 . Rios-Jara et al. [I I] mentioned the existence of pairs of dislocations in matrix. They attribute them to the dissociation during transformation of a unique initial dislocation in martensite. Finally, it is noted that types of defects created by cycling could be different according to tensile or compressive tests. For example, residual martensite after unloading can exist after compressive cycling whereas no residual martensite is detected in tensile tests [7, 8] .
strain (%) Figure 1 : experimental stress-strain curves obtained on sample labelled "dl"
by Malarria and Sade [3] when N, the number of cycling varies.
MODELIZATION

Microstructural description
Uniaxial tensile test induces a single variant of martensite, the best oriented according to the applied stress. In that case, cyclic loading allows to study interaction effects between one variant of martensite and the pattern of defects produced by its growing. Considering these defects are dislocations we describe the parent phase as a homogeneous medium (without any plastic strain) prior any cyclic loading. An increasing amount of inhomogeneous plastic strain is used to described the microstructural evolution with the number of cycles. In such a description a close relation does exist between the volume fraction of these defects and the number of cycles. Determination of this relation is not in the scope of this presentation. After the first cycle, further transformation occurs in presence of this microstructure of defects. Observations have shown that some interactions take place between the phase interface and dislocations. The Burger's vector is changed and the interface drags some partial [12] . That is taken into account in a simplified way considering a two phase mixture constituted by a parent phase of volume VA and a product phase of volume VM, each of them including a certain amount of defects. Volume VA of parent phase is composed with a volume VpA of defects having a plastic strain EPA and a volume VAA (VA = VPA + VAA) free of inelastic strain. Product phase contains a volume VpM of defects where a plastic strain equal to cPM (with cPM f and a transformation strain cT takes place, and a volume VMM where is the only inelastic strain (VM = VpM + VMM) ( fig. 2) . TO derive the mechanical behavior associated to such a microstructure kinematical and thermodynamical analyses are performed.
Kinematical analysis
In such a microstructure, the local strain field is composed by elastic, thermal, plastic and transformation parts. Considering only one variant of martensite one may assume the transformation strain takes a uniform value E~ inside the martensitic domain VM (eT(r) = E~ BT(r) with BT(r) = 1 if r E VM and 8T(r) = 0 if r P VM). Same assumptions are made for the plastic strains occurring in volume V~M and VPA. The expression of the plastic strain field is then given by :
where OPA(r) (resp. BPM(r)) is the indicator function for volume VpA (resp. VPM). In small strain approximation, overall strain E is obtained from :
Assuming elastic constants and thermal expansion factor are uniform inside the two phases turns relation (2) into :
denoting by F" = 5 and F~ = the volume fractions of defects in each phase.
VA
VM
From a kinematical point of view the two last contributions in (3) are negligible in regard of the transformation strain but they are source of an internal stress field that play a large role on the free energy.
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Thermodynamical potential in presence of defects
L i e for a domain free of defect, complementary free energy is composed by a chemical energy, an elastic energy, interfacial energy (that is negligible in shape memory alloys) and potential energy due to the loading system. Complementary free energy is a function of control parameters (applied stress C and temperature T) and sets of internal variables related to the transformation strain field {cT) but also to the pattern of defects originated from the cycling loading { E P ) . (5) gives :
Using the relations : -------
The austenite-martensite interface is assumed to be a habit plane so that {cT} does not produce internal stress. For dilute plastic strain and random spherical shape of plastic zones, Eshelby's inclusion problem may be used for evaluating stresses ;tX .
So that interaction energy (6) comes
The fraction of plastic zones inside martensite could be considered as proportional to the fraction of plastic M zones in austenite. As the number of defects increases because of martensitic transformation, F is also assumed to be dependent on f. Mixing these two assumptions leads to propose the following expression for
where the parameter a is an unknown coefficient. Finally, for small values of F~ and F~, Y becomes :
Derivating Y with respect to fallows to obtain the expression of the driving force Ff for transformation.
Dissipative aspect is accounted, considering transformation takes place on loading, when driving force (1 1) reaches a critical value Fc. Application to tensile test condition allows to transformed equation (1 1) to a scalar one. In this case the stress necessary to induce the transformation is expressed by :
Same analysis is used for unloading condition replacing Fc by -F,. This gives a simpler description for the hysteretic behavior in superelasticity. Results obtained in that way with an evolution of the fatigue parameters are presented in the next section.
RESULTS
Analysis of the model
Comparing to the expression for I; in classical analysis of the stress-assisted martensitic transformation, two new terms appear. The change of behavior with cycling will be represented by the increase of number of defects in matrix FA as metallographically observed by Sade and coworkers. So, the first term of the stress, that is to say IF*((E~M)' -(epA)i), produces a change in the stress of the beginning of martensitic
transformation as observed experimentally. This change in the value of the stress corresponds to a decrease if defect areas in martensite are less deformed than in matrix. This would then be realistic if one considers that martensite should relax matrix energy when nucleating and growing. The second term fPaFA(&")i is responsible for hardening of the C-E curve. This could be explain considering that the austenite-martensite interface has to pass through the pattern of defects previously formed inside the matrix. This requires an additional energy and then an increase of the stress.
Comparison with pxperiments
The model is applied to Cu-based single crystal and compared to the experimental results of Malarria and Sade [3] for the sample denoted in their paper "dl". Experimental conditions are TW = -174"C, AT = 30°C and orientation of the tensile test close from (0.95 0 0.29). Elastic constants are taken equal to E = 100,000 MPa and v = 0.3. Parameter B used in thermodynamical potential (4) is B = 0.2 J-K-1 [13] .
As the orientation of the tensile axis compared to the sample is different from (001), the transformation deformation E~ is smaller than 10%. It is taken equal to 8.5%. Parameter a being unknown, the simplest value is taken : a is equalized to unity. The width of hysteresis is determined from the value of Fc. For a first approximation, Fc is kept constant according to cycling and remained at the value corresponding to the experimental width of the first cycle (matrix almost without defects), Fc is taken around 1 J-m-3. Figure 3 presents the results of the calculation. To modelize the cycling, only fraction of defects in matrix F* varies when number of cycles increases. This model agrees with experimental results if the values for cPM and ePA are respectively 35% and 42%. These are reasonable values in the sense that one expects highly deformed areas. The calculation shows that only very little amount of defects is needed to reproduce the change in mechanical behavior of the samples.
DISCUSSION
In the present model two scalar parameters (a and F~) and two tensorial ones (cPM and ePA) are used to accounted with the cyclic behavior of superelastic single crystal. In these materials, considerations about fatigue mechanism (interaction between a single interphase interface with a dislocations pattern) allow to give a physical meaning to these parameters. Volume fraction F~ describes the number of defects remaining in the matrix after unloading. This parameter increases with the number of cycles, but such evolution is not study in this work.
Parameter a is used to describe how a defect of the parent phase is transformed into a defect of the product phase. As there is very little amount of defects, one could expect that there is no interaction between defects areas and so, a is independent to FA. It is also assumed that this interaction mechanism suffers no evolution with the progress of the transformation and during the cycling process, thus a is independent to the volume fraction of martensite and to the number of cycles.
Plastic deformations deformations and are supposed to be independent on f and FA. Relation that does exist between EPM and EPA is not discussed in this work, parameter a is then the only parameter used to account with the interaction mechanisms occurring during the phase change.
Sade and coworkers have observed that experimental conditions such as orientation of the tensile axis and temperature play a large role in the fatigue behavior. The interaction mechanism can be assume to be related to the mobility of dislocations and to annihilation phenomenon and then parameter a is expected to be temperature dependent. On the same way, orientation of the interface must have a large influence on this interaction. So this parameter is also expected to be dependent on the solicitation axis orientation. These evolutions have no to be established from analysis of experimental data. 
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